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Emergent Reader 24: Will Is Up at Bat

Day 1 Homework Sheet

We have been learning about the letter w. � e letter w stands for the /w/ sound, which is the fi rst 
sound in the words wagon and wing. Draw a picture of a wagon or something that has wings.

Vocabulary
Tell someone how the word fans is used in the story. Talk about the other meaning of the word fans.
Tell someone how the word stands is used in the story. Talk about the other meaning of the word 
stand.

Write the Letters
Write each of the letters as many times as you can to fi ll up the line.

                                  



Mixed-Up Sentence
Unscramble the words and write a sentence.

                                    

Retell
Tell someone about Will’s attempts to get a hit. Use the words fi rst, but, next, then, after that, and fi nally in your retell.

First... But... Next... Then...

After that... Finally...
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Draw and Write
Draw a picture of your favorite part of the book Will Is Up at Bat. Write about why this is your 
favorite part. Read your writing and explain your illustration to someone.
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will

miss

tell

masks

clomp

clicks

Spell the Words
Spell the words in the sound boxes.

NicoleWilley
Sticky Note
Is this section correct? If no, please note for me to change the fast track homework as well. It's a copy from there.



Write the Letters
Write each of the letters as many times as you can to fi ll up the line.
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Read and Write the Words

                   

                                            
                                            


